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ABSTRACT

Embryonic chick heart consists of two types of cell: heart
fibroblasts and myocytes.
In vitro studies have suggested
that
myocytes are less motile in culture than heart fibroblasts.
Fibroblasts having ruffled membranes and associated contractile
elements, are very motile in culture. Armstrong (1978) suggests
that even though myocytes are less likely to migrate than fibroblasts,
their movement is enhanced by a factor, possibly fibronectin, that
heart fibroblasts secrete into the extracellular matrix.
This
factor provides a surface over which myocytes can more easily
migrate.
Armstrong also suggests (1981) that the spreading of the
epicardium at
days of development is dependent upon prior colo
nization of the heart wall by fibroblasts.
In the present study, 7~day embryonic chick heart was dissociated
and separated into its constituent fibroblasts and myocytes.
These cells were radioactively labelled and seeded onto 5“day heart
and liver fragments and 7~day fibroblast and myocyte reaggregates.
Using autoradiography, the migration of each was measured.
It was observed that heart fibroblasts and myocytes have the
ability to migrate individually.
However, myocytes can migrate
even when minimal or no amount of fibroblast factor is expected
to be present.

THE MIGRATION OF EMBRYONIC CHICK
HEART FIBROBLASTS AND MYOCYTES
THROUGH SOLID TISSUE MASSES

INTRODUCTION

Despite the capacity of most tissue cells for active locomotion,
they apparently do not move significantly from the "boundaries of
their parent tissues and organs.

However, during embryonic develop

ment, cells do migrate individually and as sheets to defined places
at exact times.

Holtfreter (1939) suggested that the establishment

of preferred associations of tissues ("tissue affinities") directed
cell movement in developing embryos.

He further proposed that the

affinities observed in vitro control morphogenetic cell movement
in vivo as well (Holtfreter, 1939; Townes and Holtfreter, 1955)•
Steinberg (1970), incorporating Holtfreter's earlier ideas,
developed the differential adhesion hypothesis as an attempt to
explain cell movement In the developing embryo.

For most binary

combinations of embryonic tissues studied in vitro, one spreads,
reproducibly, over the other.

The hypothesis suggests that the

more cohesive tissue comes to occupy an internal position while
the less cohesive tissue completely or partially surrounds it.
Exceptions to this predictable behavior sometimes occur in combina
tions involving embryonic chick heart (Armstrong & Niederman, 1972;
Lesseps, 1973; Lesseps & Brown, 197^; Wiseman, Steinberg, &
Phillips, 1972).

Reaggregates and fragments of heart tissue freshly

excised from the embryo have a greater tendency to envelope their
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partners than those maintained in culture for 2-| days prior to
pairing.

This phenomenon has been called ’’position reversal"

(Wiseman et a l., 1972), and it has been suggested recently that
the reversal is due to an accumulation of fibroblast cell-surface
and/or matrix proteins that are secreted into the extracellular
matrix during culture (Armstrong, 1980).
Embryonic chick heart consists of 70-80% myocytes and 20-30%
fibroblasts (DeHaan, I9 6 7 ) .
several ways.

These two types of cells differ in

In culture, fibroblasts are irregular in morphology

with filopodia whereas myocytes have blunter edges; fibroblasts
are non-contractile while myocytes beat synchronously; myocytes
contain glycogen and fibroblasts do not.

Finally, while myocytes

appear stationary in culture, fibroblasts move with ruffled membranes
and exhibit contact inhibition of cell movement at the two dimensional
level (Abercrombie, 1970).

This phenomenon does not seem to apply

at the three dimensional level of seeding single cells onto solid
tissue fragments or reaggregates (Wiseman and Steinberg, 1973) or
even in vivo.
Fibroblasts differ among themselves, not only between different
organisms but between tissues of the same organism.

Fibroblasts

of heart, skin, and cornea within the same embryo are antigenically
distinct (Garrett and Conrad, 1978)•

They also may differ in

morphology, packing configuration, reaction to trypsin treatment,
or quantities of glycosaminoglycans (Conrad, Hart, and Chen, 1977)■
Experiments by Conrad and Hart (1975) show that fibroblasts of
heart and cornea that make heparin sulfate in vivo, do so in vitro

as well.

Therefore, culture conditions do not seem to alter these

cells significantly.
The ability of fibroblasts to invade solid tissues may depend
upon two cellular properties: the machinery for active locomotion
(i.e., ruffled membranes and associated contractile elements) and
their secretion of a factor into the extracellular matrix allowing
cells to migrate over their surfaces (Armstrong, 1978)*

Myocytes

are believed to be stationary in vivo as well as in vitro.
In this study, myocytes and fibroblasts are seeded individually
onto heard and liver fragments and onto heart fibroblast and myocyte
reaggregates.

It appears that myocytes can migrate within solid

tissue masses, just as fibroblasts can, even when no fibroblast
factor should be present.

Fibroblasts and myocytes also show some

preference for homotypic adhesion.

By observing the migration

of these cells within tissue fragments and reaggregates instead of
on plastic surfaces, a better insight as to their behavior within
the developing embryo may be gained.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Pisaggregation
Hearts from 7-d.siy chick embryos were excised in cold Hanks*
balanced salt solution and disaggregated, with some modifications,
as described by Wiseman, Steinberg, and Phillips (1972).

Heart

ventricles were separated from the atria and major vessels and
rinsed three times in calcium-magnesium-free (CMF) Hanks* solution.
The ventricles were finely minced with microscalpels and transferred
to tubes containing 10 ml of 0.05% trypsin in 0.02% EDTA (Flow
Laboratories).

The tubes were incubated in a 37°G water bath for

5 min., and then placed almost horizontally on a test tube rotator
at 60 rpm for 15 min. at 37cC.

They were centrifuged at 400g for

^ min., the supernatant discarded, and 5 nil of medium (10% fetal
calf serum in Ham*s F-12 with 50 ug/mi gentamycin) added.

Tubes

were agitated on a Vortex mixer for 10-15 sec and centrifuged again
at UOOg for ^ min.

After discarding the supernatant, 3 nil of medium

was added, and the tubes centrifuged at 4-Og for 2 min. to separate
clumps of undissociated cells from the cell suspension.

The upper

layer was removed to a fresh tube and the cells counted on a
hemocytometer.

Cell Separation
The heart fibroblasts and myocytes were separated as suggested
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by Polinger (1970).
to 2.8 X 10

& cells

The cell suspensions, containing 2.0 X 10
in 3 ml* were transferred to 25 cm
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polystyrene

tissue culture flasks (Coming) and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO^
for 1 hr. to allow adherent cells to stick to the plastic.

The

suspension of non-adherent cells was transferred to another flask and
incubated again for 1 hr.

The original flask was rinsed twice with

5 ml Hanks* balanced salt solution and 4 ml of medium was added to
the adherent cell population.

After 1 hr., the suspension in the

second flask was transferred to a third flask, and the second flask
discarded.

The rapidly adhering fibroblasts were in flask #1,

while the myocytes were in flask #3.

Clean separations were observed.

Flask #1 grew a monolayer of non-beating tightly packed cells
while flask #3 grew an all-beating monolayer.
After 24 hrs., both flasks were rinsed twice with 5
balanced salt solution and given 4 ml of medium.

Hanks'

For autoradiography,

20 p.C (20 C/mmol specific activity) in 0.1 ml of Hanks* was added
to each flask for 4 days.

Fragment Preparation
Hearts and livers were excised from 5 ~ ^ Y chick embryos in
cold Hanks* balanced salt solution.

The tissues were cut with

microscalpels into rectangular pieces which would become, in culture,
spherical fragments approximately 0.5 mm in diameter.

The fragments

were transferred to a small drop of medium on the underside of the
top of a 60 mm plastic petri dish and incubated (37°0, 5% 00^)
overnight.

Several ml of Hanks' were placed into the bottom of the

dish to prevent evaporation of the hanging drops.

7

Reaggregate Preparation
Reaggregates of heart fibroblasts and myocytes were prepared
for seeding.

The cells were dissociated from the tissue, separated,

and cultured as above.

On the fourth day of culture, the medium

was removed from the flask, and 5

of 0.02% EDTA in Puck’s saline

was added and incubated at room temperature for 10 min.
EDTA was removed and 5

The saline-

of 0.05% trypsin in 0.02% EDTA was added.

When the cells appeared to have detached from the bottom of the flask,
as observed under an inverted microscope, the cell suspensions
were transferred to a tube and centrifuged at 400g for 4 min.
supernatant was removed, 5

The

of medium added, and the tube centrifuged

again at 400g for 4 min. to form a pellet of cells.

The tubes were

incubated in a 37°C water bath for 4-5 hr. to allow the cells to
form a coherent pellet.
The pellets and medium were then removed and placed in a small
glass petri dish and cut with microscalpels into pieces which would
round up into spheres about 0.5 mm in diameter upon culture in
hanging drops overnight.

Hanks' solution was placed in the bottom

of the dish to prevent drying out.

Seeding Experiments
Labelled heart fibroblasts and myocytes were removed from culture
flasks and suspended in 1 ml of medium with gentle agitation using
a Pasteur pipette.
hemocytometer.

The cells in each tube were counted on a

One ml of each cell type was transferred to each

of four 10 ml shaker flasks, and 2 ml of fresh medium then added
and thoroughly mixed with the cell suspensions.

One ml of each

8

cell type had approximately the same number of cells (500,000 to
6 0 0 ,0 0 0 ).

Fifteen to 20 smooth fragments of heart or liver, or reaggregates
of fibroblasts or myocytes, were added to shaker flasks and incubated
at 37cC in

00^ for 5 hrs.

The flasks were gently swirled by

hand every 30 min. to prevent fragments or reaggregates from sticking
to the bottom or to one another.
Fragments and reaggregates were removed from the flasks,
rinsed in Hanks* balanced salt solution, and transferred to hanging
drops of medium and cultured for !-§- days.

They were then transferred

to fresh drops for another !-§- days, fixed in Bouin*s solution,
and prepared for autoradiography.

Histology, Autoradiography and Photography
To determine if heart fibroblasts and myocytes incorporated
tritiated thymidine to an equal extent, cells were labelled as
described above, pelleted, fixed in Boilin's, and prepared for
autoradiography.

Approximately 70-80% of cells of each type were

labelled.
Tissues were fixed in Bouin1s solution for 2k hrs., and then
transferred to 7®% ethanol for at least 2k hrs.

All tissues were

embedded in paraplast (mp: 5^~57°0) and sectioned at 5

Sections

were stained with hematoxylin and coated with Kodak NTB2 Nuclear
Track Emulsion, dried, and incubated for 2 weeks at 4cC in light
tight boxes.
Slides were developed in Kodak; dektol (1:2 stock to water)
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for 2 min., rinsed "briefly in water, and placed in Kodak Acid Fix
for 3 min.

After washing in running water for 30 min., the slides

were dehydrated and mounted in Permount.
The invasiveness of the labelled cells was determined micro
scopically.

Three categories were established5 cells that migrated

1-2 cell diameters into the tissue mass, 3 or more cell diameters,
and cells which stayed on or in the surface.

Single cells and cell

pairs were counted, but clumps were not.
Photographs of the sections were taken using brightfield optics
on a Zeiss Photomicroscope II.

Pan X 35 mm film was used.

RESULTS

Heart fibroblasts and myocytes were seeded, in separate experiments,
onto heart and liver fragments and onto fibroblast and myocyte
reaggregates.
in Table i .

Results for three trials for each category are shown
The position of the seeded cells within the fragments

or reaggregates is expressed as on or in the surface, one or two
cell diameters beneath the surface, or three or more cell diameters
beneath the surface.

Because clumps of three or more labelled

cells were disregarded in counting, these values are somewhat less
than the actual numbers of labelled cells which adhered to the
fragments and reaggregates.

Myocytes were more difficult to separate

into single cells during seeding experiments.
As shown in Table 1, both fibroblasts and myocytes invade
heart slightly more than liver, although in all categories approxi
mately three-fourths or more of the seeded cells penetrated the tissues.
Higher percentages of myocytes than fibroblasts were found on the
surface of the fragments.
Table i also shows a higher percentage of heart fibroblasts
3 or more cell diameters within the myocyte reaggregates than the
fibroblast reaggregates.

Myocytes were found at a higher percentage

3 or more cell diameters within myocyte reaggregates than fibroblast
reaggregates.

10
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The average number of collected cells/fragment/million seeded
cells is shown in Table 2 for the heart and liver fragments.

Based

upon these values, both fibroblasts and myocytes show a tendency
toward homotypic, rather than heterotypic, adhesion.

The higher

value for myocyte adherence, as compared to fibroblast adherence,
on both heart and liver may have resulted from the difficulty in
distinguishing clumps from close, single cells in serial sections
and myocytes did clump more than fibroblasts.
The average number of collected cells/reaggregate/million
seeded cells is shown in Table 3 for fibroblast and myocyte
reaggregates.

The fibroblasts seem to indicate a homotypic preference

over a heterotypic one.

Myocytes, however, may display heterotypic

adhesion, sticking in greater numbers to heart fibroblast rather
than myocyte reaggregates even though the difference between the
two values is not as great.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLECTED CELLS/FRAGMENT/106 SEEDED CELLS*
Fibroblast on Heart

11*7

Myocyte on Heart

21.5

Fibroblast on Liver
Myocyte on liver

3*8
11 2

TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLECTED CELLS/REAGGREGATE/l06 SEEDED CELLS*
Fibroblast on Fibroblast

12.2

Myocyte on Fibroblast

11.2

Fibroblast on Myocyte

5*9

Myocyte on Myocyte

7.4

*numbers represent averages for three trials
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Figure 1

Auto radiograph of a section through heart fragments.
Myocytes, labelled with H-thymidine, were seeded onto
the surface of the fragments and have penetrated 1-2
or 3 or more cell diameters into the tissue masses
during 3 days of culture.
X 116.

Figure 2

Autoradiograph of a section through a liver fragment
onto which labelled myocytes have been seeded. All
the labelled cells are 3 °r more cell diameters within
the fragment.
X 211.

Figure 3

Autoradiograph of a section through a fibroblast reaggregate
onto which labelled fibroblasts were seeded.
One labelled
cell migrated more than 3 cell diameters within the
reaggregate.
X 250.

Figure 4

Autoradiograph of a section through a fibroblast
reaggregate into which labelled myocytes have migrated.
One myocyte is resting on the surface of the reaggregate.
X 243.
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Figure 5

Autoradiograph of* a section through a myocyte reaggregate
onto which labelled fibroblasts were seeded.
Fibroblasts
are in the surface and within the reaggregate. X 320.

Figure 6

Autoradiograph of a section through a myocyte reaggregate
onto which labelled fibroblasts were seeded.
X 320.

Figure 7

Autoradiograph of a section through a myocyte reaggregate
onto which labelled myocytes have been seeded. Three
of the labelled cells have migrated 3 or more cell
diameters within the reaggregate.
X 303*

Figure 8

Autoradiograph of a section through a myocyte reaggregate
onto which labelled myocytes were seeded. A labelled
myocyte has migrated well into the reaggregate.
X 237*

DISCUSSION

These results indicate that embryonic chick heart fibroblasts
and myocytes are each capable of adhering and invading heart and liver
fragments and heart fibroblast and myocyte reaggregates.

More than

5 0 % of total adhering cells of both kinds migrated three or more

cell diameters into all types of tissue masses examined.
Within the myocyte reaggregates, there should be fibroblast
factor (fibronectin?) secreted by the individual, migrating fibroblasts
and a small amount from the myocytes themselves.

Myocyte aggregates

contain some fibronectin at 1 day in culture which modestly increases
in amount at 2 and 3 days (Armstrong, 1981).

This should be

significantly less than the amount found in a reaggregate of fibroblasts
or even heart tissue within the embryo.

Therefore, it is interesting

that a higher percentage of heart fibroblasts were 3 or more cell
diameters within the myocyte reaggregates than the fibroblast reag
gregates.
Also, there should be a modest amount of fibroblast factor
within the myocyte reaggregate, therefore seeded myocytes could be
migrating by their own ability to do so, and/or by interfacial
forces of adhesion known as cooperative cell locomotion (Steinberg
and Wiseman, 1972).
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The fibroblasts demonstrate a somewhat greater tendency toward
homotypic rather than heterotypic adhesion (Tables 2 and 3)•

More

of them adhere and migrate into heart tissue or other fibroblasts
than into liver or myocytes.

Myocytes, on the other hand, are

less homotypically selective and even migrate more in fibroblast
reaggregates than in myocyte reaggregates.
Because trypsinization is apparently not the cause of single
cell migration through solid masses (Wiseman, Gorbsky, and Melester,
1 9 7 ^)» the ability of fibroblasts and myocytes to penetrate solid

tissues is probably not due to the trypsin dissociation procedure.
Nor is it likely that the cells are migrating by passively circulating
through open spaces within the tissue masses.

Wiseman (1977) has

shown that tissue masses with their accompanying seeded cells fixed
after 3 hr. of incubation show virtually no migration.

All of the

cells are still at the surface.
Armstrong (1978) suggests that myocytes are largely stationary
when no fibroblast factor is present.

He showed that neural retina

cells readily surround fibroblast reaggregates but there is little
or no movement around myocyte reaggregates.

If the myocyte reaggregates

are exposed to fibroblast-conditioned medium, however, the degree
of spreading of neural retina over the myocyte reaggregate increases.
He thinks that a fibroblast factor in the extracellular milieu
enables myocyte reaggregates and neural retina tissue to spread
over fibroblast reaggregates or tissue exposed to fibroblast factor.
This fibroblast product can be extracted from heart fibroblast
monolayers with lM urea (Armstrong, I9 8 O), and appears to be a
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cell surface and/or matrix protein since it is present in the medium
in which fibroblasts are grown.

Also, it is inactivated if the

monolayers are subjected to mild trypsinization prior to extraction
with urea (Armstrong, I 9 8 I).

There is evidence that this factor

is fibronectin produced by heart fibroblasts as a matrix in mono
layer culture.

The matrix is extremely sensitive to trypsin (Yamada

and Weston, 197^0» it is extractable from fibroblast monolayers by
a procedure designed to extract fibronectin (Yamada, Yamada, and
Pastan, 1 9 7 5 )> and fibronectin is the major protein in urea extracts
of heart fibroblast monolayers.
Based upon the present study, it appears that myocytes may move
individually even with a small amount of the fibroblast factor
present.

Myocytes are seen to migrate into myocyte reaggregates

where minimal heart fibroblast factor should be present.

Perhaps

the amount of fibronectin required for cell movement is smaller than
first thought.
This study also shows that individual heart fibroblasts migrate
well in myocyte reaggregates, and to a greater degree than into
fibroblast reaggregates where more of the factor should be present.
One could argue that the individual, labelled cells used in
these experiments are merely being engulfed by the reaggregates
just as plastic, cell-sized beads are engulfed (Wiseman, 1 9 7 7 ).
However, for this to occur there must be some movement of the cells
making up the reaggregate itself, indicating that in the combination
of myocyte seeded onto myocyte reaggregate, myocytes do move.
By understanding the behavior or embryonic chick heart fibroblasts
and myocytes in culture, some light may be shed on their role in
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cardiac morphogenesis.

Initially, the embryonic chick heart wall

is a pure population of myocytes without associated mesenchyme
(Manasek, 1970, 1976).

Myoblasts migrate as a precardiac, splanchnic

mesoderm sheet of relatively undifferentiated cells and form a tubular
structure of specialized myocytes (Manasek, 1968).

At 3 days of

development, the mesenchymal cells first associate with the heart
wall.

These cells originate from the endocardium and aortic arch

mesenchyme at specific sites, and migrate through the cardiac jelly
(which separates endocardium from heart wall) to contact the inner
side of the heart wall (Patten, Kramer and Barry, 19^8; Markwald,
Fitzharris and Manasek, 1977)*

These mesenchymal cells form the

endocardial cushions which are precursors for the heart valves and
membranous septae (Markwald et a l., 1977)• Beginning at approximately
3i days of development, a mesothelial layer, the epicardium, spreads
as a sheet from the sinus venosus, the most posterior chamber of the
heart, over the surface of the heart to cover the ventricle and
conus by

days of development (Manasek, I 9 6 9 ) .

Armstrong (1981)

has suggested that this spreading is dependent on prior colonization
of the heart wall by fibroblasts which release factors making the
heart wall surface more favorable to be spread upon by the
epicardium.
Although the myocytes seem to remain relatively stationary in
the heart wall, the possibility is not excluded that as individuals
these cells can migrate with or without the presence of fibroblasts
and their factors.

As mentioned earlier, developing cardiac myocytes

do secrete fibronectin in small amounts (Armstrong, 1981).

In
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addition, these cells may "be moving among themselves within the
heart wall.

Therefore, the spreading of the epicardium may not

depend solely upon fibroblast invasion of the heart wall, but
partly upon the accumulation of extracellular factors secreted by
the myocytes themselves.

The myocyte role in cardiomorphogenesis

may be more extensive than previously thought.
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